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Background on Advertising and Editorial Photography  

The field of advertising and editorial photography differentiates itself from the photography that most people create in recording their 

lives, interests, and families in that photographic work used in publication is driven by a clearly defined message or theme.   Not only is 

the subject of the photograph directly tied to the marketing needs for the image, but all of the elements used in creating the image must 

also contribute in selling the product or idea that is being represented.   As such, elements of composition, lighting, environment, and 

technique are extremely important, often needing to be so strong as to be transparent and subliminal. 

Course Objectives  

During this two-week workshop, we will pursue an intensive study of photographic images used in advertising and publication, both 

through the review and discussion of current work in the field as well as learning the techniques for creating our own promotional pieces 

developed around the photographic image.   An additional goal of this workshop will be to address social and environmental issues in 

Taiyuan/Lin Yi and the surrounding areas through the use of advertisement.   What can we learn by looking at these topics through the 

eyes of advertising?   How can we develop our message such that others might take notice?   How can we quickly and effectively deliver 

our message in a single image? 

You will be asked to do research and bring in advertisements, images, and publications to share with your instructor and fellow 

students.   We will consider these resources in a critical way, both to understand their effectiveness as well as to seek to improve upon 

them in our own work.   Both Chinese and American advertising and publications will be considered, since a promotional piece that is 

driven by image should hopefully carry its message beyond language barriers.  

The end result of this class will be the creation of two photo-based advertising pieces that address a social or environmental 

concern.   These works will be displayed in an exhibition at the university and shared on the Internet through the photo-sharing resource, 

www.flickr.com.  With the exhibition and the companion web-display, our message will reach a broad audience – locally, across China, 

and abroad.  

  

   

 

 

 



Class Work Time  

Since this workshop will occur during an abbreviated two-week schedule, our in-class and out-of-class time will be very 

intensive.   Active participation from the students is a must.   You will be asked to create photographic images, research ideas, and share 

resources on a daily basis.  These resources will be shared and discussed with the entire class so that we all may enhance our own ideas 

from what others have brought to our attention.   Expect to be out taking digital photographs every day.  Expect to be processing these 

images as well as doing Internet and publication research every night.   The time frame for this class is short, so be prepared to do a lot of 

work!  

  

Projects   

Week 1: Selling a Location    

Both in attracting tourism and in encouraging migration to a new home, cities and countries are often "selling" their location as a 

destination worthy of your visit or relocation.   Are these images over-idealized?  Is the image selling something that doesn't really 

exist?  We will explore our own places and homes, looking for ways to sell them for what they truly are.  

Week 2: The Portrait as Advertising Icon   

Since advertisements are focused towards consumers, the human portrait is often used as a way to attract potential buyers through 

beautiful people or sell the idealized lifestyle that is to be achieved by the promoted product.   But advertising is obviously not like 

life.  What lessons can we learn from the overly perfect people who are presented to us through these images?   As a way to understand 

the power of the portrait, we will explore the "imperfect" person as an advertising icon.  

Final Exhibition  

During this course, you will create at least two advertising works, one for each project.   At the end of the course, we will put up an exhibition 

of the best pieces from the class to share with your fellow students and the community.   Additionally, these works will be uploaded to a 

photo-sharing website to be displayed for the greater global community to see and understand.   Our message will be a global one, so we will 

share it with the world!  

Our Goal   

Below are the goals of Mr. Yan's program: 

1) Educate Chinese students in the nature of Western art -- specifically art innovation.  

2) Promote mutual understanding and avenues of communication between the people and cultures of China and America. 

3) Educate Chinese art students that in being an artist, one should have responsibilities to society -- as human beings, as individuals, and as 

members of a shared culture, art-making should not be driven by money or success. 

4) Bring awareness to societal problems and address the burden of consumption for Chinese and  American people as a social responsibility. 

5) Provide training in new skills for Chinese art students from American experts in their field through short, intensive instructional sessions. 

6) Expand overseas visibility and enhance the international status of Chinese universities and students through publicity and increased media 

attention. 

7) Promote the long history and vibrant culture of Chinese art and design to the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


